Position: Fire Fighting Specialist | Process
Location: Bratislava, Eslováquia

We are the largest producer of electricity in Slovakia and one of the largest in Central Europe. We have 2 nuclear, 31 hydro, 2 coal and 2 photovoltaic power plants. As the largest private investor in Slovakia, we offer stable employment and almost 80 years of experience in energy. We are ECO, because we produce up to 95% of electricity without greenhouse gas emissions, which makes a significant contribution to the fight against climate change.

Job description
- Coordination of technical documentation provided by Technological Contractors to ascertain the technical correctness and the overall consistency
- Proposal and solving of technical issues related to functionality of firefighting systems (creation of logic diagrams, hydraulic calculations, interpretation of qualification tests into the detailed design, proposal of components in the system according to system requirements, etc.)
- Preparation and review of the detailed design (hydraulic calculations, P&ID diagrams, technical reports, layouts, interface documentation with other disciplines such as I&C, Electrical, Civil, Piping & layouts)
- Related to the design of firefighting systems from the process point of view to ensure the consistency with Basic Design concepts
- To ascertain it complies with the requirements defined by State Supervision Authorities and Regulatory Authorities to ensure construction permits and other relevant approvals
- From the point of view of feasibility on site and in compliance with requirements of individual contractors of the components used on the firefighting system
- Taking into consideration results of qualification tests
- Communication with Supervision Authorities or contractors of fixed firefighting systems at the technical level, including preparation of technical inputs and material and validation of technical proposals by contractors
- Preparation of technical specifications for purchase of equipment or engineering services

Who we look for?
- University degree within technical field of study
- At least 5 years’ experience in design of firefighting systems (water, gas, foam, water mist, etc.)
- Previous experience in the Engineering department on a larger project (e.g. power plant, airport, tunnels, big shopping centre)
- English at communicative level / B2 - C1
• Knowledge of National legislation related to fire safety Law 314/2001 and related decrees with technical content (especially 94/2004; 169/2006, etc.)
• Preferred is owner of special permission for design as per §11 of Law 314/2001
• Welcomed is Certificate of Fire Fighting Specialist or Technician
• Knowledge of standard related to design of various types of firefighting systems VdS, NFPA, EN (e.g. VdS2108, VdS2109, CEA4001, NFPA750, NFPA20, NFPA13, etc)
• Flexibility, analytical thinking, good communication skills

What do we offer?
• Extra 5 days of paid leave – we know the importance of rest
• Flexible 7,5 hours working time – results are what counts, not if you are at work at seven
• Contribution to the 3rd pension savings column – we think about your future
• Catering possibility using the catering cards or in a canteen; catering contribution entitlement is preserved also during sick leave
• Possibility to use better electricity prices for you and your family at privilege rate from our contractual partner
• Financial reward at employment anniversaries – we appreciate loyalty and devotion
  • October 1st, we celebrate “The day of Energy”- our employees have day off or the same salary advantage as during Public holiday
• If you happen to be on sick leave for extended time, we will also support you financially

Other benefits
• Personal development, professional and career growth – education and trainings
• We welcome any innovations and new ideas; profit is shared with employees bringing such ideas through the Exchange of ideas
• Rewarding of the best teams, teambuilding or company activities at each occasion – either our own “Winter sports games”, “Best teams” or nationwide events, such as “Ride the bike to work”, “Our city”, and many other
• Severance pay at retirement – above the legislative scope
• Internal competitions – you can win backpacks, T-shirts and other company presents
• Possibility to use Multisport card and other interesting benefits offered by external partners every day

For further info about the company  www.seas.sk

Application
Please send your CV in English + Cover Letter to euresPToutgoing@iefp.pt writing in the subject of the email "589086495 SK"